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The effect of phasing error an the stability of a two-dimensional 
linear servomechanism 1s considered snd it is shown that the systemwill 
be stable if the phase margin at the cut-off freqency exceads the 
phasing error. 

The more general cns~ of' a number of identical senos with cross- 
coupling 1s investigated and a ginerslisation of the Nyquist criterion 
for stability 1s formulated. 
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1 Introduction - 

The general theory of coupled linear servomechanisms is extremely 
complioatedl. In the case mhere the servos controlling eacn element or 
coordinate are identical., however, rather simple criteria for stability 
can be given. An important practical case is that of phasing error in two 
dimcnslons end this will be considered first. A statement of the criterion 
in this case is given towards t&z end of section 2. 

Consider, for example, a radar set whose axis is required to 
follow a moving object. There are two elements to be controlled: namely, 
the left-right and up-down positions of the radar axis. If the error 
signals are resolved along the correct axes and the error components are 
used to control the appropriate notion of the radar axis, then the system 
oan be regarded as two separate one-dimensionsl servo-mechanisms. If, 
however, owing to imperfections an the resolver mech,ulism the error signals 
are resolved along axes displaced from the correct axes, the system can 
no longer be regarded as two distinct one-dimensional servomechanisms, 
smce errors in the position of each element occur as input components 
to both the control mechanzsms. 

The above system is an exsmple of the so-called phasing error problem 
in a two-dimensional system. The effect of this phasing error on the 
stability of the system will be shown below. Amore genenil systan 
consisting of a number of interacting variables will then be considered, 
and a generalisation of Nyquist's stability criterion will be derived. 

2 Effect of phGs~-~g error on stability 

Let y,, y2be the coordinates of a target point in a plane and 
x4, x2 be tie oootinates of the follow-up point. It will be supposed 
that the follow-up point is moved by two idartioal. lulear servos each 
acting parallel to one of the axes of coordinates. Normally, the error 
vedcr IS resolved along the coordinate axes end the error components 
y,-xj,y2-x2 used to drive the apprcpriatt servos. If there is a phasing 
error a, howvcr, the error vector is resolved along a pair of axes 
obtained fxlm the coordinate sxes by rotating them en angle a, with the 
result that the motion of the system is represented by the equations 

zp).x, = Y(D)[(y, 'X,) cos a + (y2- x2) sin al 

Z(D).x2 = Y(D)[(y2-x2) cos a - (y,-x,) sin a] , 
(1) 

where Y(D), Z(D) are polynomials in D = d/dt. 

This is a pair of linear simultaneous differential equations in 
x, and x2. On solving for x1 and x2, one obtains 

(z2 + 2ZY COB a + 2)x, = (711 cos a + y2)y, + (ZY sin a)y2 (2) 

(z2 + 2ZY cos a. + Y$, = (ZY 00s a + y2)y2 - (ZY sin a)y, 

The stability of the system is therefore determined, in the usual 
way, by the polynomial 

G(s) = Z(s) + 2z(s).Y(sj co9 a + Ye + 
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For the system to be stable it is necessary and sufficient 
that the real parts of all the roots of G(s) should be negative. 

In order to transform this to a useful practioti criterion 
two steps are performed. The first 1s to factorise G(s) into two 
factors whxh gives an intermedute criterion and the second may 
be compared rmth tic dirlvattlon of the Nyquist criterion. 

G(s) 1s factorised =n terms of Y(s)/Z(s), giving 

G(s) = [Z(s) + eia Y(s)][Z(s) + gia Y(s)]. 

Xrrltxg Y(s)/Z(s) = F(s), the transfer function of the sys-rem, 
the stability criterion takes on the folloning utermediate form. 
The system will be stable If and only if the roots of the two equations 

F(s) + za = 0 all lie in the left half of the oomplsx s-plane. 

Thus, as s traverses the imaginary 9x1s snd the inflnlte semi- 
+?.a. circle ILI~ the right-h=& s-plane, F(s) + e- must enclose no zeros 

for stabdity, i.e. F(s) must not enclose the points -&la. But this 
statement is precisely the Nyqust critemod with the conjugate 

points -3" replacing the point -1 +iO. 

Ifuw the points -e- +" lie on the unit circle about the origin, 
each subtenting, mth the real axis, an angle a at the origin. It 
is thus seen that th- system will bc stable if and only if a < $,, 
where $4 IS the angle subtended by the pornt at which F(jw) cute the 
unit &de. But qSc is amply the phase margin of the system m the 
absence of phasing error, so that the stability crxtcnon vkes the 
simple form: 

THE SYSTEXKKL BE STABLE IX' ANJ ONLY D'THE PHASING ERROR IS 
LESS THAN THE PHASE KPLGIN IN TE3 E%XVCE OF PHASING ERROR. 

The degree of stability 1s readdy assessed, slnoe the phase 
margin is simply tic - a . 

As an example consxler the casa where 

F(s) = k(1 + sT)/s' 

As s traverses the imaginary sxls (with an indent at the 
origin) end en infinite circle in the right hslf s-plane, F(s) 

traverses the parabola F(w) = = w2 (-I- jwT) and part of an mnfinite 

cucle to the right (Fxg.1). The phase wrgm 4, (in the absence 

of phasmng error) is given by the equation sin2 @c = Kp2 cos 4, 

so that, with a phasing error LX, the condition for stability is 

that kT2 > sir? a/cos LX. 

3 Generaluatxon to a clars of multi-element servomechanisms _-. 

The two-dimensional system represented by equations (1) has 
the following two properties. 
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(I) The transfer function F(s) = Y(s),&(s) is the same for the 
servos controlling each coordinate. 

(2) The input to each servo 1s a linear function of the error 
components. 

A system of n elements possessing the above propadzes is called 
a wiforr.n-dimensional lznear servomechanism. It should be noted that 
the gsuls of the separate servos need not be idantlcal, since the 
appropriate factors may be included in the ooefficlents af the error 
components . 

The rerainder of this paper IS concerned with the derivation of R 
criterion for the stability of such a system. 

4 The stability wlynomisl 

Let y1 (1 = 1,2,...,n be the inputs to, xi (i = 1,2,...,n) be the 
outputs from and F(s) = Y(s /Z(s) 1 bc the trsnsfer fixlction of a LXiform 
n-dmmsional linear servomechanism. Then the motion of the system 1s 
represented by the n equations 

n 

Z(D).xi = Y(D) zij (y,-xj)i , (i = 1,2,...,n) (2) 

where the a iJ are constants (red or complex). 

These equations may be locked u-oon as a set of' n linear simultaneous 
equations for the x1 in terzs of the yi and the solution may be written 
2.n the fsrm 

n 

Pi (D).x= = ‘7 Qij (D) yj , 

g 

where the Pi (D) and Qij (D) are polynomials in D. 

In order to determine these polynomials it is convenient to write 
equations (2) 52-1 vector notation. 

Let xbe the column vector whose aomponents are x,(i= I,...@), 
ybe tine colwm vector whose camponents are yi (i = l,...,n) and let 
ii be the matrix whose i,j-th element is aiJ . Then equations (2) can 
be replaced by the single eqution 

Z(D) ; = Y(D)& - ;;) (4) 

It is seen that the servo is completely described by Its transfer 
function and by the matrix A which will be called the coupling matrix. 

Rearrangmg equation (4) 

[Z(D).1 + Y(D).B] ;; = Y(D).A 7 , 

where I is the n-th order tit matrix. 

(5) 
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The solution of thx equation, u1 component form, 1s mell-known 
to be 

n n 

\I$\ xi = Y(D) MJ1 aJk yk , (6) 

J=l k=l 

where M = [ml,] is the matrix [Z(D).1 t Y(D).A] end Mzi is the co-factor 
of m.. 331 3 (hf'j . Par a prooP, see, for exsmple, Ref.4 p.443. 

pj = 
J21 writing equatio:l (6) it .LS tecltly assumtXl tnat 11~11 * 0; the case 
0 is trivxl. 

It follows that the system will be stable, that IS to say, each 
and al.1 ths separate elements are under stable contnsl, if and only ti 
the roots of the polynomial. 

G(s) = IZ(s) I + Y(s) A) (7) 

lie in the left half of the amplcx s-plane. 

5 The &wnerslisedNyqulst criterion 

As in the phasing error case, G(s) can be faotorisfd and the 
stability critenox related to the behaviour of the transfer locus of 
the system. 

FKm. (7), 

G(s) = p(s) j #- * I + A/ 

= yn(s) 5 (- $f - 'i ) 

= (-l)qq- (z(s) + n(s)+ 

i.=l 

where the hi are the eigenvslues of d, i.e. 
I 

the roots of the polynomial 
h1 - al =o. 

The stability condition is thus that the roots of F(s) + hi' =O 

lie in the left half of the s-plane, for every hi . 

The final step is to transform from a. critezxon mthe s-plane to 
one in the F-plane. To &o thus use 1s made of the prlnclple of the argu- 
ment IX analysis. 
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Let H(s) be a regular funotion of s withan and on a closed contour 
C save for P poles within the contour, so that if s describes C in the 
positive sense, H(s) describes a closed contcur I' in the H-plane. Then 
the theorem states that if the poult s encircles Z zeros and P pole& 
(taking into accouut any multiplicity of seros and poles), the point H(s) 
in the H-plane encircles the oragin N = Z-P times in a positive sense. 

This theoremwill now be applied to the function H(s) = F(s) + hi' . 

Since the map of a contour in the s-plane on to the F-plane osn be 
obtaaned from the corresponding map on the H-plane by a shift of the 
origin (without axis rotation) to the poant H = + h;' it follows that the 
contour C in the s-@one, described in a positive sense, will.,map into 
a contour I' in the F-plane which will encircle the point -hi in a 
positive sense N = Z-P times. 

The contour C is taken to consist of the imaginary axis from -j= 
to -tjm closed by a large semi-urcle in the right half plane wath the 
provaso that poles of y(s), =.e. zeros of Z(s), lying on the imaginary 
axis are detoured by small semi-circles so as to exclude them from the 
contour. 

If the system is stable this contour must have no eeros of H(S) 

on or within it, i.e. Z = 0, so that the contour I? in the F-plane, which 
IS called the transfer locus of the servo, must encircle the point -hII 
exactly -P times m a positive sane, where P is the number of poles of 
H(s), i.e. the number of zeros of Z(s), lying 111 the raght half plane. 

The generslasation of the Nyquxt criterion CNI now be stated. 

Theorem 

If F(s) = Y(s)/Z(s) is the transfer function and A the coupling 
matrjx of a unaform n-dimensional servomechanism, the servo wall be stable 
if and only if the transfer locus encircles each of the points -hi' 
(I = 1,2,...,n) exact.1 

f 
-P times xn a positlvc sense, where P is the 

number of zeros of Z(s lying in the right half of the s-plane and the 
Xi are the eigenvslues of the matruc A. 

If the coupling matrix A as composed of real elements then the 
eigenvalucs of A are either real or occur in conjugate pairs and if the 
transfer function p(s) is a real function of s then the trmSfCr locus 
is syrmmtrical about the real ax~.s. 

Thus, ' in practice, as in the application of the ordinary Nyquzst 
criterion, it is only necessary to consider the elgenvalues and transfer 
locus lying on or below the realaxis. 
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FIG 1. 

TRANSFER FUNCTION ~@=k(l+ ST) 1st 

L+= = PHASE MARGIN (WITH NO PHASING 
ERROR.) 

6 = PHASLNG ERROR 

SYSTEM IS STABLE IF d.4 & 

FIG I. THE NYQUIST CRITERION IN THE 

PRESENCE OF PHASING ERROR. 
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